Abstract-The advances in wireless communications, together with the need of sensing and controlling various nature or human made systems in a large number of points (e.g. smart traffic control, environmental monitoring), lead to the emergence of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) as a powerful tool to fulfill the above requirements. Due to the large amount of wireless devices needed and cost constraints, such networks are usually made by low-cost devices with limited energy and computational capabilities, these further on being subject to easy communication or hardware fails. At the same time, the deployment of such devices in harsh environments (e.g. in the ocean) may lead to uncontrollable redundant topologies which have to be often refined during the exploitation phase of these networks in an automated manner. In the scope of these arguments, in this paper, we take advantage of the latest theoretical advances in complex networks and we propose an automated solution to refine the topology of WSNs by using centrality metrics to detect the redundant nodes and links in a network, and further on to shut down them safely. Our solution may work in both ways, centralized or decentralized, by choosing a centralized or a decentralized centrality metric, this choice being driven by the application goal. The experiments performed on a wide variety of network topologies with different sizes (e.g. number of nodes and links), using different centrality metrics, validate our approach and recommend it as a solution for the automatic control of WSNs topologies during the exploitation phase of such networks to optimize, for instance, their life time.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of sensors with wireless capability, most of current sensor networks consist of a collection of wirelessly interconnected units, each of them with embedded sensing, computing and communication capabilities [1] . Such sensor networks are referred to as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2] . Due to their versatility, WSNs have been employed in a wide range of sensing and control applications [3] , such as smart traffic control, environmental monitoring, security surveillance, and health-care [4] . As a consequence of the low cost, low available energy [5] and potential mobility of sensors, they are prone to hardware and communication failures [6] , failures which may be detected or solved using smart autonomic solutions [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Moreover, the dense and random deployment of sensors introduces a huge amount of redundancy in sensing capabilities and gathered data [12] . In these situations, to identify and turn off the redundant nodes can save energy consumption for the entire network to extend the network lifetime [13] . Moreover, to increase the life of WSNs by saving energy, or to reduce the number of interferences due to the limited resources, the number of communication links between autonomous sensors must be reduced at minimum [14] , [15] . Redundancy reduction requires that the network stays fully connected to let the flow of information pass between any communication points.
At the same time, WSNs may be easily mapped into complex networks [16] , [17] , graph objects which model real world networks. Then, our assumption, is that the problem of finding redundant nodes or links in a WSN translates into a problem of finding the less important nodes or links in a complex network to safely remove them. The latter one, we argue, can be solved using centrality metrics [17] , [18] , which are algorithms capable to find the most or the less important (central) nodes or links in a graph, by associating to each element (node or link) a centrality score. This paper reflects an ongoing work towards a completely distributed redundancy reduction in WSNs. More exactly, the main contribution of this paper is to propose a method to control the topology of WSNs, by using centrality metrics to detect the redundant nodes or links, and to reduce them safely afterwards. Besides that, the method may be applied both in a decentralized or centralized fashion, depending on the nature of the centrality metric used.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background knowledge on complex networks and WSNs, for the benefits of the non-specialist reader. Section III details our proposed method for redundancy reduction in WSN. Section IV demonstrates the validity of our approach, while Section V concludes the paper and presents further research directions.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we present background knowledge useful for the non-specialist reader to understand how to compute centrality metrics in complex networks, and related work on redundancy reduction in WSNs.
A. Complex Networks
Network science [16] is an extension of graph theory in the real world. It studies the hidden relations between the real world networks, such as biological neural networks, power grids, actors and movies, and so on. All these types of networks are generally named complex networks. Formally, any arbitrary network is an object which contains nodes and edges (links) between nodes. These edges can be directed or undirected. Also, each link may have associated a weight value, in this situation the resulting object being named weighted complex networks. Further on, in this paper we will focus just on weighted and undirected networks because, as we will show in Section III, these can effectively map WSNs. For simplicity, let us introduce the following standard notations: G = (V, E) a graph, where V represents the set of all nodes and E the set of all edges, n = |V | the total number of nodes in the graph, and m = |E| the total number of edges in the graph. Mainly, based on their topological properties, three main classes of networks are studied in the literature, as it is presented further. [19] : is one of the most studied type of graphs as it represents the very basis of network's theory. It has n nodes, where each pair of nodes may be connected by a link with a probability p ∈ [0, 1], independently on the other links. A graph constructed using the aforementioned property may have no spatial structures. Moreover, due to the fact that each link is independent, it may be inappropriate to model real-world phenomena with such type of networks. Hence, the scale-free and small-world models, discussed next, are commonly used to model real word networks.
1) Erdös-Rényi Random Graph
2) Scale-Free networks: are networks often observed in natural (e.g. high temperature superconductors [20] , proteinprotein interactions) and human-made systems (e.g. social networks, power grids, airline networks), in which the degree distribution follows a power low. Barabási et al. in [21] mapped a part of the World Wide Web topology in such a network type. Also, they proposed an algorithm to build artificially such networks using the preferential attachment algorithm (i.e. the node with a high degree, called "hubs" in the literature, have a higher chance to obtain new links when a new node is added in the graph).
3) Small-World networks: are graphs in which each node, may be reached from any other node in a very small number of hops. Thus, the shortest path between any two nodes has a length of ∝ log(n). Such construction, is also observed in realworld networks(e.g. power grids, social networks, biological neural networks [22] ).
B. Centrality metrics
Given a network topology is important to find the most important nodes or links. This may be done using centrality metrics. Thus, centrality is a measure to assess how important individual nodes or links are in a network and how they can influence their neighborhood or even the full network. Although there is no clear definition in the literature for graph "centrality", we can find different ways to compute different variations, each one being capable to provide a different centrality score for the same element (i.e. node or link). Some of the most used centrality metrics, which achieve a very good performance in the literature, are Betweenness Centrality (BC), Current Flow Betweenness Centrality (CFBC), and Second Order Centrality (SOC), as briefly presented below.
1) Betweenness centrality:
is one of the most discussed methods to measure the centrality of nodes or links [23] , [24] . On short, it is quantifying how a node is lying on the path between other nodes. Formally, for a node v ∈ V this can be written as:
where σ w,u (v) represents the number of shortest paths comprised between node w and node u which are passing through node v, and σ w,u represents the total amount of shortest paths from w to u. The computational complexity of the original algorithm is O(n 3 ), making it unsuitable for large networks. For this reason, an approximation of betweenness centrality was proposed [25] which has a computational complexity of O(|n||m|) and which we will use in our experiments in Section IV.
2) Current flow betweenness centrality: is another way to measure the centrality of network elements (i.e. nodes or links) which is inspired by the behavior of the electric current. In practice, it makes the assumption that for a centrality of a node not only is important the shortest path between any two other nodes which pass through it, but also the consideration off all the other possible paths. The interested reader is refereed to [26] , [27] for a deeper discussion.
3) Second order centrality: is a novel form to measure node's centrality, calculated in a distributed manner, proposed by Kermarrec et al. in [28] . The algorithm is based on a long random walk in the graph, which may start from any randomly chosen node, and runs continuously. After it visits each node for at least three times, in each node the standard deviation of the steps needed by the random walk to return to it is computed and this further on will give the centrality score, as shown in the paper. As proved in [28] the computational complexity of SOC is O(n 3 ), but usually a good enough performance is achieved a bit faster (somewhere over O(n 2 )) .
C. Redundancy reduction in WSNs
Extensive research has been performed on the task of efficiently reduce redundancy, in order to extend the life time of the sensors and, thus, the network itself. WSNs are wireless networks composed of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional sensors and actuators [29] .
Coverage parameters easily obtained from the network nodes have been used to reduce redundancy. Example of these approaches are the coverage configuration protocol (CCP) of Xing et al. [30] , the perimeter coverage algorithm of Huang et al. [31] or the coverage probability approach of Huang et al. in [13] . However, these approaches suppose prior network and nodes knowledge and start from the premise of a central node (usually the gateway node) which performs the reduction algorithm. In addition, their long execution time makes them impossible to realize in a real-time network environment.
Network tools such as virtualization [32] and clustering [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] have also been used to address the redundancy reduction task [37] . Two main types of virtualization have been proposed in the context of WSN: (1) virtualization of sensors (i.e., virtual sensors) and (2) virtualization of sensor networks (i.e., virtual sensor networks or sensor cloud). Virtual sensors are either collocated on a single physical sensor [38] or combine multiple physical sensors into a virtual one [39] . Collocation facilitates the reuse of a single sensor by multiple WSN applications. Combining sensors allows the sensing data from several heterogeneous sensors to be aggregated to provide applications with indirect measurements of abstract conditions that cannot be directly measured by physical sensors. The virtualization of entire sensor networks has been proposed under multiple alternative names, including virtual sensor networks [40] , [38] and sensor cloud [41] . Independently of virtualization research, the grouping of sensor nodes has also been previously studied in the context of WSN routing and is referred to as clustering [42] , [12] , [43] . In clustering-based routing algorithms, sensors are structured into a hierarchy, which has several advantages [12] . It improves scalability, energy-efficiency by allowing duplicate sensing data to be filtered out at the cluster level, and robustness by handling failures at the cluster level. Existing WSN clustering algorithms do not consider sensor node mobility and exclusively try to remove duplicate sensor data to improve energy-efficiency, rather than exploiting it to improve resilience [12] . Both in the case of clustering and virtualization, the approach is done in a centralized manner.
In the next section we propose to use complex networks centrality techniques to perform the reduction redundancy in WSNs III. PROPOSED PROCEDURE In this section we describe our methodology to perform redundancy reduction in WSNs. The main idea is to treat the WSN under scrutiny as a complex network and to take advantages of the centrality metrics used in network science or graph theory to detect the less important nodes or links in the network and to remove them safely.
Thus, the first step is to map the WSN under scrutiny into a weighted undirected graph G(V, E), where V is the set of all nodes, E is the set of all links, and in which each sensor node is represented by a node v ∈ V , and the link between any two nodes v and w is represented by the edge (v, w) ∈ E. The weight (cost) C vw of any link (v, w) ∈ E may be computed by using local parameters of the specific nodes v and w (e.g. energy level, covered area) and it has to be determined for each WSN under scrutiny in particular or it may be set to 1 for all links if we have a homogeneous network.
After the WSN is mapped into a graph, we can distinguish two cases based on our goal (i.e. nodes or links reduction) and even if the procedure is similar we will treat them separately below for the sake of clarity.
A. Nodes reduction
• Run any of the nodes centrality algorithms (i.e. BC, CFBC, SOC) on G(V, E) to obtain the centrality score associated with each node. Please note that BC and CFBC have to be run in a centralized manner, but SOC may be run in a decentralized fashion, directly in the sensor nodes.
• Create a list with all nodes, sorted from the less central one to the most central one, according to the respective scores computed by the centrality algorithm used.
• Start removing 1 the nodes from the WSN under scrutiny according to the ranking list computed earlier, starting from the first element of it and continuing with the next ones until the network reaches the wanted size.
B. Links reduction
• Run any of the links centrality algorithms (i.e. BC, CFBC) on G(V, E) to obtain the centrality score associated with each link.
• Create a list with all links, sorted from the less central one to the most central one, according to their respective scores computed by the centrality algorithm used.
• Start removing 2 the links from the WSN under scrutiny according to the ranking list computed earlier, starting from the first element of it and continuing with the next ones until the network reaches the wanted size.
Further on, in the next section, we demonstrate the robustness of our proposed methodology using three centrality metrics (i.e. BC, CFBC, and SOC) presented in Subsection II-B (bear in mind that other metrics may also offer good results).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To demonstrate the performance of our proposed methodology, we performed two sets of experiments (i.e. nodes reduction and links reduction) on the most usual types of complex networks topology (i.e. Erdös-Rényi Random Graphs [19] , Scale-Free networks [21] , and Small-World networks [44] ).
A. Node reduction
In this set of experiments we have analyzed our proposed methodology on Erdös-Rényi Random Graphs, Scale-Free and Small-World networks by using three node centrality metrics, among which two are centralized (BC and CFBC) and one is decentralized (SOC). We compare their performance with a random node removal procedure. Moreover, for each network type, we performed the analyzes on two cases: smaller networks (i.e. 100 nodes and approximately 5 times more links) and bigger networks (i.e. 1000 nodes and approximately 10 times more links). Further on, to have a complete overview of the method behavior, for each case we have generated randomly 10 networks, and we averaged the results. Before we analyze the results of this set of experiments, to exemplify the approach, Fig 1 shows snapshots of a scale-free network which has initially 100 nodes and 496 links. We show the status of the network after 60%, 75%, and 90% of the less important nodes are removed, respectively. The figure reflects the fact that by using any of the centrality metrics presented in Section II-B the remaining network in each snapshot is still fully connected, while by performing random nodes removal the remaining network in any of the snapshots is split in at least three components. Thus, to summarize our experiments on node reduction, in Fig 2 we show after how many nodes removed (in percentages from the total number of nodes in the initial network) the network is split in two connected components. The results confirm our initial hypothesis. It shows that independently of the network size or the initial topology if the nodes are removed according with the scores given by the node centrality metrics, starting from the less central nodes up to the most central ones, the network will stay completely connected for a much longer time than the case when the nodes are removed randomly. Remarkably, SOC (i.e. a decentralized centrality metric) performs similarly to BC, and CFBC, which are centralized methods. This may be really useful in the context of WSNs to shut down nodes in a completely decentralized manner. More than that, it can be observed that the ScaleFree networks are the most suitable for redundancy reduction using centrality metrics due to the fact that the remaining network is still fully connected even after 97% of the nodes are removed, while by performing random removal, after we removed approximately 60% of the nodes, the network is split in two connected components.
B. Link reduction
In this set of experiments we studied the proposed procedure on the same type of networks as before (i.e. Erdös-Rényi Random Graphs, Scale-Free and Small-World) using two centralized link centrality metrics (BC and CFBC) 3 and we compare their performance with random links removal procedure. Similarly to the previous set of experiments, we performed the analyzes on two cases: small networks (i.e. 100 nodes and approximately 500 links) and big networks (i.e. 1000 nodes and approximately 10000 links) on each network topology, and for each case we generated randomly 10 networks. Summarizing this set of experiment on links reduction, in Fig 3 we show after how many links removed (as a percentages of from the total number of links in the initial network) the network is split in two connected components. As before, the results confirm our hypothesis, showing that, independently of the network size or the initial topology, if the links are removed according to the scores given by the link centrality metrics, starting from the less important ones up to the most central ones, the network will stay fully connected for a much longer time than in comparison with the case when the links are removed randomly. Please note that in the case of links removal the network can not stay fully connected up to 100% of the links removed because it needs at least a number of links equal to the number of nodes in the network such that all the nodes 4 in the network are connected. As before, we can be observe that the Scale-Free networks are the most prone to redundancy reduction using centrality metrics due to the fact that they remain completely connected for a longer period. Another interesting finding is that the BC metric is the most suitable for link redundancy reduction, as it outperforms CFBC in all situations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel methodology to perform redundancy reduction in wireless sensor networks using concepts from network science (i.e. centrality metrics) in order to optimize the functionality of the WSN under scrutiny. We showed that our methodology is capable to outperform drastically the random reduction of WSNs elements (i.e. wireless nodes, or links) in various experiments, on different types of networks topology, and with different sizes. Moreover, we show how this methodology can be applied in a distributed manner especially for nodes redundancy reduction. As further work, we intend to perform decentralized redundancy reduction also for links and to apply the proposed procedure in a physical WSN environment to quantify the savings, mainly in terms of energy, interference and communication efficiency. 
